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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA,
TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS????

Before all that happens in the world, the Messengers of God are trying to teach humanity how to
intervene in aid of the souls.

Dear companions, throughout the centuries of your existence, humankind has almost always
answered to the wars generating bigger wars and has tried to confront the false power with the same
false power, without realizing that only the Power that comes from God can balance all things.

It is a divine aspiration that the planet do not be indifferent to what is happening in the Middle East,
but not so that humankind may react with wars and respond to the hatred that permeates the hearts
of the people present there sending an even heavier burden of hatred.

Do you realize that this has always been the strategy of the enemy? To generate such atrocity in the
cities and such lack of love among humans, so that this hatred would expand itself to all beings and
all would respond with the same level of terrorism.

In the beginning of all this chaos, many were impressed with the degree of wickedness of the human
heart, when they saw the ways some people tortured and murdered the neighbor; but now, such is
the hatred that is expanding itself through the hearts, that those who were impressed before with
these actions would be capable of doing the same with the said murderers. That is why, children,
God calls you to the awakening. Do not let yourselves be influenced by the evil of the world. Keep
your consciousnesses fixed on the goodness and your hearts united to the One who was crowned
with thorns in silence.

We call you to react to what happens in the whole world - and, mostly, in the Middle East - not with
hatred and with resentment, but with absolute love. Dissolve resentment from your hearts, learn to
forgive, in the small things, those who are closer to you. Learn to be brothers and sisters of each
other, under the spirit of unity and of fraternity, and watch yourselves more precisely each time, so
that neither in the small nor in the great things you are unfaithful to the principles of love that you
have elected to live.

United to the Divine Messengers in a great chain of love for humanity. Serve, forgive, reconcile,
love, send to the world messages of peace, and live this peace. Be examples of a true effort for
living the goodness, and no longer allow yourselves to surrender to hatred and to lack of love only
for your inability of being humble.

Abandon your pride and your will of defeating the others and standing out with your own behaviors,
because these are the same conducts, the one that manifest themselves in your day by day, that, in
greater proportions, generate the wars and the conflicts in the world.

It is time of growing in order to learn how to serve God. It is time to be humble, so that your pride
does not make the planet sink, once more, in the sea of chaos and of evil.
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Persevere and overcome yourselves. Put aside the childish and retrograde codes of pride and
arrogance and allow that the Grace of living in peace and fraternity be a reality in your lives.

For the salvation of humanity,

Your Friend and Instructor, the Most Chaste Saint Joseph


